Theoretical study on second hyperpolarizabilities of phenylacetylene dendrimer: toward an understanding of structure-property relation in NLO responses of fractal antenna dendrimers.
This contribution explores the relation between molecular second hyperpolarizabilities (gamma) and molecular architecture in phenylacetylene dendrimers using the semiempirical molecular orbital method, that is, INDO/S method. The orientationally averaged gamma of a large-size phenylacetylene dendrimer, which is composed of 24 units of phenylacetylenes and is referred to as D25, is found to be about 50 times as large as that of the diphenylacetylene monomer. In contrast, the gamma(s)() value of D25 is found to be about 6 times as small as that of the para-substituted phenylacetylene oligomer (L25) composed of 24 units of phenylacetylenes. To investigate the structure-property relation in gamma for D25 and L25, we examine the spatial contributions of electrons to gamma values using gamma density analysis. The present analysis reveals that the dominant contributions of electrons to gamma of D25 are localized in the linear-leg regions parallel to the applied electric field and the contributions are also well segmented at the meta-connected points (benzene rings), while the spatial distribution of the gamma density of L25 is extended over the whole region of the chain, and the dominant contribution stems from the both-end regions. It is found for D25 that the magnitude of contributions to gamma in the internal region is more enhanced than that in the outer region. We further found that the magnitudes of contributions in internal linear-leg regions of D25 are somewhat larger than those of the same-size isolated linear-leg molecules. This suggests that the slightly remaining pi-conjugations via the meta-branching points still enhance the contributions to gamma localized in the linear-leg regions. These features of spatial contributions to gamma of D25 are found to originate in the fractal architecture, in which pi-conjugation lengths in the linear-leg region increase on going from the periphery to the core. Finally, fractal antenna dendrimers are expected to be promising novel nonlinear optical (NLO) substances with a controllability of the magnitude and spatial contribution of the third-order NLO properties.